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sernas grave question in the late 1970s was, how can we make a living
in new york? they started by cutting the dance-hall style of the cabeza

& chinto, creating a new genre called vato hora. the new group included
young musicians from the dominican republic and puerto rico, who were

just starting to show their genius in salsa and merengue. initially, the
vato horas style was a danceable vato, or street tango, more in the

wheelhouse of the vatos urbanos of the time, and less the lyrical tango
of sernas uncle. after relocating to new york, the vato horas turned their
attention to the tango. they re-interpreted the classic argentine dance

with a strong south american flavor, and their performance at the
escuela nacional de arte at the museum of modern art in 1980 won

them the big apple’s attention. the vatos horas have since had
mainstream success, recording tangos by astor piazzas illusions and

writing their own. the cuban-born singer mercedes vila is a member of
the group. the second recording, by the group bracero, is credited to

conjunto matador. the conjunto matador was a popular live band of the
early 1980s that was especially popular in the bronx. the group had

salsa mixed with samba, and tango, and its lead singer, david rojas, was
a promising young bandleader who would later lead the legendary salsa

group, conjunto atletico. the tango's success in the united states was
secured through a combination of romanticization and

commercialization. saura's directorial style in the film, notably its focus
on the performers' artistry, is a reaction to the medium's

commercialization and its tendency toward sameness. he's all for
authenticity, but that doesn't necessarily mean standards-free. el amor

brujo was a flop in its original theatrical release because the
protagonist's behavior was too exaggerated and the story, while

containing moments of great interest, wasn't well enough developed to
hold an audience's interest for long. saura's solution was to cut the film,
add new material, and then release it as el amor brujo, a film that, like

carmen, was a commercial failure in its initial theatrical release, but has
become a cult favorite in the united states.
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the salsa repertory was expanding with every passing year. the
phenomenon was felt in the 1980s by puerto rican roberto clemente,

who roused the masses of new york city during his great humanitarian
tour of latin america in 1985. he was asked by his friend, salsa legend

bobby carreras, to introduce the young lyricist and composer of guajira,
armando manzanero, to the audience at madison square garden.

manzaneros, who had just released his first tango, sueño de cielo, was
on his way to become one of the greats of latin music. that night

manzaneros shared the stage with two of puerto rico's greats, celia cruz
and tito puente. it was an electrifying performance and a statement by

carreras that salsa had arrived in the united states and would
eventually become latin music. a year later, ricky martin & danny rivera,

another puerto rican, went to the united states to perform with salsa
legend andy gonzalez. saura, an argentine and a disciple of the true

tango, would be the first to condemn the commercialization of the tango
in the united states. "the whole tango movement in argentina is over,"

he said. "we feel it's important that the tango be kept alive and that this
music be kept alive. we're not about to let this go in favor of some kind

of trash like hernandos hideaway. we don't want to let it go." for this
reason, tangoincludes a tango solo by jose martinez, a tango quartet by

francisco canaro and roberto "cachao" naveira, and a tango trio by
saura, alfredo "fito" ponce, and the argentinian-born canadian dancer,
carlos acosta. another tango trio by luis angel, oscar castro-neves, and
carlos rodriguez is filmed in buenos aires in the current revival of the

play, a show which ran off-broadway in 2001. 5ec8ef588b
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